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Editorial

Three cheers, the 2021 flying season is underway. The BMFA 3rd Area saw competition flying
in action at last. From the result sheets on the Free Flight Technical Committee’s website
there appears to have been quite a good turnout. I managed to get to North Luffenham but
only in spectator mode as I had to leave early. In any case you know me, I had no models nor
rubber ready anyway.

Currently things are really looking up, the BMFA are looking into the possibility of re-scheduling
the Free Flight Nationals to later this year. In addition the Indoor Tech Committee are hoping
to stage the FF indoor Championships sometime in September. I really hope that Covid is now
in the rear view mirror and the vaccination programme prevents any further resurgence of the
disease.

OK what have we got this issue:

I kick off with a brief spectators report from the 3rd Area comp, all observations from the
comfort of the car. It was cold and breezy.

The inevitable Pylonius extract is next, often there is a need to have seen the Magazine issue
from the previous month in order to fully understand what he is poking fun at, but there is also
amusement in trying to read between the lines and guess.

Tony Shepherd is up next with the account of his foray out to the plain of Salisbury to test
out his chubby ‘Popsie’ that he wrote about some months back. Some nice pictures, presumably
taken by Mo Peters, flesh out his article.

I chip in with a few memories of indoor flying in the airship sheds at Cardington. I’m no great
shakes at indoor duration but sitting back in your chair watching an almost invisible 18” wingspan
EZB circling around 150ft up in the roof with 7 or 8 minutes already on the watch makes one
feel like a real expert.

There are a few more of John Taylors fleet of electric R/C models and there are quite a few
more come.

In letters to the editor, Ralph Sparrow thanks us for digging out the magazine write-up and
plan for the Bowden Humming Bird. He now can build the correct fuselage for his inherited
model.

I’ve pulled yet another vintage article circa 2004 from my archive, this one is a bit of sports
hall indoor flying. Back then I travelled to quite a few different venues. David Baker used to
run meetings at Moulton near Northampton. Attendance was high and there were quite a few
entries in the three flight ½ size Wakefield comps.

As usual I have featured a few pickings from back issues of modelling magazines and some
more of Keith Miller’s B & W pictures. The article on rubber seems little different to similar
articles of this modern era.

The issue is filled out with our regular contributors, Nick Peppiatt on indoor scale, Roy Tiller
researching old magazines and our Secretary Roger Newman’s monthly report on goings on.
Finally there are the three model plans of the month. Pdf files of these plans are available free
of charge from Roger.

One bit of bad news, Ray Elliott writes to inform us of the passing of yet another of our
diminishing number, Peter Jellis, long time Croydon Club member.

Editor
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BMFA 3rd Area, Luffenham - John Andrews

BMFA 3rd Area contests at North Luffenham

The lockdown was relaxed and the BMFA Contest Calendar started up again, the first event
being the 3rd Area.
Rachel and I, although Rachel was booked in for her second covid jab later that day, decided
we could have a trip out for a look see. The forecast on XC Weather was fine but windy. As we
could not do the whole day I did not pack any models, not that I had any ready to go. Nothing
had been touched since way back and rubber motors would certainly have need of much
attention if were to be used in anger.
We had commissioned a couple of nice soft batches and some sliced ham from my daughters
shopping spree, so a couple of sandwiches were  assembled and together with a couple of mini
pork pies, crisps and rice pudding pots, the cool box was charged with enough to keep us fed
for the day. I brewed a flask of tea and we were ready for the off shortly after 9-00am.
A steady drive along the A14 and then up the A6003 soon saw us approaching Luffenham around
10.00am. There were quite a few cars already lined up and we picked a spot on the end of the
line from where we could see what was going on. We sat in the front seats facing the action,
we had packed a couple of chairs but, with the fresh east wind blowing quite cool we decided
that inside the car would be our vantage point for the day.
There were in excess of 15 cars but activity was a little sporadic due I suppose to the wind
strength. Steve Philpot informed us that maxes were just reaching the compound at the other
end of the field and I believe there is no entry into it. Phil Ball disappeared from the end of
the line, leaving the airfield in his car so he was probably in the compound or out of the field.
I cannot report on any flight times etc. as the only time I left the comfort of the car was to
visit one of the two portaloos that have appeared. Several glider flights were made and I saw
a couple of P30’s flown but I’ve no idea how many competition entries there may have been.
The most active flier was Peterborough’s Gerry Williamson test flying several of his electric
power models, in fact I would estimate that he made more flights than the rest of the field
put together. Of course he was radio D/Ting all the time making recovery easy.

There was a great flurry of activity just before we left when the CLG/HLG square was besieged
by fliers. I believe there must have been Plug Cup points in the offing. Gerry was still at it and
appeared with a female who flew one of his models, with Gerry breathing down her neck she
still made a bit of a pigs ear of the launch but the model got away clean.

All in all a good day out for us and a welcome breath of fresh air.

John Andrews

All eyes on the P30

Gerry Williamson
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Extracted from Model Aircraft August 1952
Special   Aircraft
The most momentous event in the model world since the launching of the first thermal is the recent
record application for a revolutionary type of special aircraft. By the simple process of mating the upper
works of an autogiro with an ordinary glider a form of perpetual motion has now been established and
the bogey of gravity at long last overcome.
The principle on which this unique machine works is of such utter simplicity that even a child can
understand it. Perhaps, had I been a child I wouldn't have found it so incomprehensible. Still, I must
say that the idea appeals to me. Even as a small boy, I never could understand why my little chum's
kite could fly merrily aloft for hours on end while my own little aeroplane would persist in falling to the
ground almost as soon as it was launched. This was just as inexplicable to me as the fact that,
whereas I could quite easily lift up other little boys of my own size and weight I couldn't elevate myself
one single inch off the deck. I'd stand in a basket and lug at the handles for hours, but always without
result.
Now I no longer need be disturbed by the memory of that blooming kite After tacking a set of vanes
on the old glider I'll at last have a model which doesn't have to come down every few minutes for a shot
of fuel, a wind-up of rubber, or a long, hard tow. And no strings attached either.
Observers at a recent High Court action were impressed with the judge's quick grasp of the fundamentals
of R/C model flying.
This suggests to me that it would be a good thing for our learned judges to be brought into closer
contact with those light-fingered airfield lurkers who have an equally quick grasp of the fundamentals of
power model flying.
A Million Chuck Gliders
It is well said that the road to a certain torrid, subterranean domicile is paved with good intentions. This
could be aptly applied to the recent efforts of a number of well-meaning back seat fliers to unleash a
pestilential horde of chuck-gliding young perishers on to our already much abused flying fields.
That the scheme is a worthy and public spirited one I have no doubt, and were I not a selfish model
flier without any concern for the well-being of the nation's youth I would unhesitatingly give every support
to the policy of driving the destructive little brutes into large open spaces, where they would be rendered
less harmful to the peace loving community. However, as a selfish model flier, with the usual dog-in-
the-mangerish attitude towards his few privileges, I am quite happy to see the delinquent little juveniles
tearing down my fence, breaking my milk bottles, or smashing my windows, just as long, as they stay off
the flying field.
Where Two's a Crowd
Official eyebrows were raised askance when, recently a model club with a total establishment of only two
members unabashedly applied for re-affiliation. On the surface of things it does appear rather
an impudent request. Or perhaps a pathetic one—it all depends upon your point of view. My own view
is that, if by happy chance, both members are on the active flying list, then the club, albeit small, must
be regarded as a much livelier proposition than many a club with a long and impressive paper
membership.
Indicative of this is the existence, in the London Area, of an informal body known as the Fairlop Mutual
Aid Society, Only two qualifications are necessary for admission to the society; a model box and a
lost look. The present membership, about a dozen, comprises the active flying elements of some 20 or
more London model clubs. Flying repeat flying, meetings are held every Sunday, and all refugees from
paper clubs are extended a hearty welcome,
Speaking to a newly joined member, I was informed that he was officially attached to a large and
flourishing club. A really go-ahead sort of concern, simply swarming with brisk and efficient types busily
organising its many and elaborate functions. Club meetings, A.G.M's and other official fixtures were
models of their kind, and the annual programme was a star studded galaxy of exhibitions, dances and
lavish club dinners. Yet in spite of all this commendable club activity our friend confessed to feeling rather
out of things. He couldn't quite understand why, but thought it might be due to the fact that he was
the only member who still flew model aircraft.
One club, we hear, has decorated its airfield clubroom with beer mats. Judging by the rate at which
modellers are being kicked out of aerodromes all over the country I should have thought that prayer
mats would have been more in keeping.

Pylonius
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Popsie the Sequel - Tony Shepherd

Having read Jim Woodside’s
letter to the Ed I felt that I
was duty bound to get out
and fly the Vic Smeed
‘Popsie’, the build of which I
rambled on about a couple of
months ago. So with lockdown
restrictions relaxed and a
day of near perfect weather
conditions forecast for
Salisbury Plain, I loaded up
the car with two Top Bananas
(for trimming following cobbling together from parts of three models), a Tomboy (goto Model
which always performs - in case nothing else did) and the virgin ‘Popsie’.
First up was Top Banana No1. This had the fuselage from one I’d used for E36 but then
converted to PAW55 power for mini vintage, and the wing and tailplane from my original Top
Banana No1 (I think - but wouldn’t guarantee). This was a reasonably successful exercise but
was found to require recovering of the right inner wing panel as washout had set in over the
years and no end of TE strips on the underside would stop it tipping to the right a few seconds
into the climb. So that one was packed away for rework at home.

And then it was time for the big one and I could no longer put off the inaugural flight of the
Popsie. In my mind I had Jim’s comments on the untrimmability of his and also our Hon Sec’s
remarks about the difficulty of getting flights out of his in anything but totally benign
conditions.

But the day’s conditions were almost perfect and I just had to give it a whirl
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The grass on the trimming field had recently been cut and the ground was rock hard having had
no rainfall for some weeks so all could’ve ended in disaster if the model wasn’t set up right.
Despite this lack of Keil Kraft test flying ground conditions a couple of glides from hand were
attempted but these were useless. The model is just too wide to hold and launch at anything
even approaching typical glide speed and I breathed a sigh of relief that no damage was
incurred. The only option was to put some fuel in the tank and go straight for the jugular with
a low power flight.

Note the flying surfaces, all straight and level save a touch of left rudder

With a bit of left rudder applied, Uncle Tony’s Mills 75 (I’ll explain the significance of the
Uncle Tony thing in a future article) was fired up and set to a bit more than the usual burble
as befits a model with that much fuselage frontal area. The fuel level dropped to “not too
much” so I had a very short trot and launched it. WOW! It gently climbed away to the left for
a circuit or two before the engine cut and it broke out into a left hand glide just a little more
open than the power run and finally landed on its wheels without tipping over. Absolutely
bloomin’ perfect!

Salisbury Plain at its best
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Several more flights followed before a full tank job was called for. The trim hadn’t been
altered one iota as I could really see no reason to change anything and this flight was just like
the previous ones, just longer.

t

The Popsie landed, once again on its wheels, no more than 200yds from the point of launch.
Super job. It wasn’t going to get any better than this so the model was packed away with a
smile on my face ready for another day.

The only downside occurred when unpacking at home. I pack the parts of my models in
bubblewrap bags when they go in the box for transport and Popsie’s red tailplane was put in a
red bag. As usual, when I’d taken everything out of the bags I stacked them up and folded the
pile in half for ease of storage but then there was a crack - Popsie’s tailplane was still in its
bag! “Oh no!” says I (yes, that was honestly all I said - surprised myself!) and I nervously
investigated the outcome. Fortunately the fin had just broken off the top of the tailplane and
it was easy to see exactly where it had to be fixed so the next evening the repair was
performed and all is now well, hopefully, for a bit more calm weather Popsie flying.

Note: Pictures courtesy Mo Peters Tony Shepherd
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Engine Analysis: ED Bee Series 2  1cc - Aeromodeller Annual 1956-7

Aeromodeller Annual 1956-7
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More Memories: Cardington - John Andrews

The Airship Sheds at Cardington
T’internet tells me that the No1 shed (left above) was built in 1915, extended in 1924/25 and refurbished in 2015.

Internal dimensions: 812 feet long: 180 feet wide; 157 feet high.
Shed No2 (right above) was moved from Pulman St Mary in Norfolk and rebuilt at Cardington in 1928

After my renewed interest in free flight took hold I started dabbling with indoor flying around
1996 or 1997, flying with the Coventry club in Coventry Sports Centre. The models I started
with were a bit rough and ready, all tissue or Condenser paper covered. I did manage to get a
five minute flight with my old rebuilt large model that I had flown years before at the Dunlop
Aviation Divisions lunch time sessions in deserted factory buildings. I had not yet met Mylar
Film.
It was in 1997 that I contacted Laurie Barr and commenced my Cardington days.
First visit I took my tissue covered  models and had a great time but mylar covering was
discovered so I soon re-covered one of my tissued Penny Plane’s with the new material.
Incidentally this PP in its tissued form had already spent a couple of weeks above the netting
in the roof of shed No1.
Digression, in my early days the shed was an absolute mess, pigeon gnu everywhere and littered
about were numerous discarded objects: huge crates with large wooden patterns for lord knows
what; piles of metal stillage’s with what appeared to be army scrap; the odd lorry or two; a
huge marque/tent workshop; an old WWII barrage balloon; a light aircraft and other bits and
bobs too numerous to mention. The shed was on the verge of dereliction with roof and wall
panels missing and the roof had sagging green netting suspended beneath to catch any falling
debris.
We all parked our cars in the
side wings out of danger
from any roof debris. I don’t
have any pictures from my
early days in the shed as I
was into video tape camera
work until about 2007 when
my still pictures start. By
then the shed had been
cleaned out and fresh blue
netting installed in the roof
with extra netting above an
airship which had appeared.
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Where was I, back to the tissued Penny Plane, I got a bit too enthusiastic with the rubber x
section and the model shot up at quite a lick, eventually bouncing around on the roof netting
until it flew through a gap and continued flying above the netting until it landed on top of the
netting. At the next meeting a couple of weeks later, John Tipper, who was a designated
catwalk retriever, was up on the top roof catwalk at the end of the day recovering stuck models
and pushing them back through the netting gaps with a roach pole if he could not reach them.
I heard him shout “there is a tissue model up here” and looking up I saw my PP floating down.
Having been in the heat of the roof for a couple of weeks the condenser tissue had shrunk and
the wing looked more like a propeller. At home I straightened out the framework and recovered
with Mylar. On reflection there did not seem to be any improvement in performance and I gave
the model to one of the Coventry club flyers.
In 1998 I got a bit serious and built an EZB based on Bernard Hunt’s 1993 record breaker, I
used the planform but mounted the wing well above the fuselage.
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I did not get the weight down below 2gms but the model
was the lightest I’d ever built. Propeller weight had
always been my Achilles heel but I must have got a piece
of very thin sheet from somewhere.
I was flying the model in the No1 Shed at Cardington on
26th July 1998 and I broke my 10 minute barrier with a
flight of 11-00 minutes dead.
Two weeks later I upped the ante to 11-23 and yours truly
was a happy bunny.

Log Book reads:
EZB No6

Date Motor Turns Time
26 Jul 98 110x17 1800 11-00
9 Aug 98 110x20 2100 11-23

To put these times into context I must advise that the
experts at that time were putting up times in the order
of 20 minutes or so.

Bob Bailey with one of his EZB’s, his models weigh just over 1.6gms

I dug out my original ‘Indoor Records’ log book to get my flight times and it was interesting to
thumb through it. That first log book consisted of individual pages for each model flown and
were grouped by class with tagged pages. Nowadays I record meeting by meeting results, I
would not recommend any one method over the other. The Individual page method showed me
the number of flights made with each model. My EZB No1 made 48 flights and EZB No6 made
69 flights spread over May 1998 to Nov 2006. No6 was my best performing indoor model and
it may well have made more but I’d have to go through my latest books page by page. I think
the model may well still be in my bits box in the garage.
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This article is supposed to be about Cardington so here are a few pictures from my collection.

All pictures circa 2008/2009
A record of the halcyon days in the sheds at Cardington. We did also fly in shed No2 but I
don’t seem to have any pictures, I know this because we had to wear hard hats in shed No2

which was the building research establishment at the time.
Happy days. John Andrews
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News Review - Model Aircraft February 1946
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Model Aircraft February 1946
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Models Galore: Pt.2 - John Taylor

The Thunderking.
This model at 11ft 4ins span was designed by Peter Gilbert in 1949. I remember seeing one or
two of these monster gliders at Rallies in the 1950`s when I was in my teens. The name
PHAROS boldly displayed on the fuselage side.

When I received this model from Laurie Barr’s estate there was that name PHAROS on the
fuselage side. In the early 1950`s there were many clubs with unusual names such as The
Druids, Lee Bees, Pilgrims, and my own club Watford Wayfarers. On reflection I had read the
name as PHAROAS and had wondered what the connection was with ancient Egyptian Kings. I
asked Roy Tiller if he knew anything about this club. He came up with the full history of the
club. It appears that Mrs Buckeridge , later referred to fondly as `Ma` allowed a group of
lads to use a room in her house to build their models. Her son Jim designed the very successful
small rubber model known today as ‘The Buckeridge’. In the group were Peter Gilbert and Laurie
Barr. Mrs Buckeridge`s maiden name was Pharos so that became the group`s name. To tow
that monster up on a 100 metre line you would certainly have to be fit

This model of Laurie Barr`s now has a brushless motor and folding prop with rudder, elevator
and motor speed controls. I know that it is not for the purist`s among us but I do enjoy seeing
this beautiful plane thermalling and with the prop folded it looks just like I remembered them
from the old days
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The MAMBA

This is a twice size Frog Senior series
rubber model.
The model is 37ins span.
The rubber model had a trike
undercarriage but I use a dolly for
take-off and the model lands on its
belly.
Hence the folding prop.

Power is from a brushless motor
driving an 8”x6” folding prop.

The motor generates 100 watts from
a 2 cell Lipo.

Wings and tail are covered in White
Polyspan

and doped and sealed with a coat of
satin finish floor sealer.

I ran out of dope!
The radio controls motor speed,

elevator and ailerons.
All up weight is 24ozs.

It flies fast and is mildly aerobatic. The orange finish is heat shrink film by `Oracover`
which I find does not wrinkle in hot sun.
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The Javelin.

This 50” span model was Kitted by Halfax.
The model has Rudder Elevator and motor speed control.

The brushless motor drives a 9”x6” prop and gives nearly 100 watts.
The covering is Airspan over mylar.

The Airspan gives strong vibrant colour and does not fade in the sun.
Flying weight is 18 oz.

More to come next issue John Taylor
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Letters to the Editor

Ralph Sparrow:

Thanks to yourself and Roy Tiller for the Bowden Hummingbird magazine article and plan.

I think the original Bowden design looks better than William Downey's subtly modified version.
It will give me something to do.

Whenever I see any mention of Colonel Bowden I always remember the look of horror that
would come across John Barker's face at the mention of the good Colonel.
John wrote to the Aeromodeller in his youth saying something like "the Colonel didn't fully
understand the concept of model flight".  He was referring to the use of wing slots on some of
the Colonel's models to avoid stalling.  John said that it was necessary to stall a wing to get a
consistent turn.  The Editor of the Aeromodeller published the letter, but added that the
young Barker should have more respect for his elders.
John thought that Bowden put English model flying back 10 years behind the French and
American designers.

Ralph

Model Aircraft June 1948 Downey’s version
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The Bleriot XI Monoplane - Model Aircraft June 1948
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Model Aircraft June 1948
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Clarion Past - John Andrews
Extracted from the old paperback Clarion circa 2003

John Andrews goes indoors again

Well, the outdoor season is well and truly over for 2003, so its back indoors in the sports halls again for
me.  My first event was a visit to Oundle, for their first Friday night do.  The meetings at Oundle are well worth
a visit, the hall does not have as much floor area as some of the other venues but it is more than adequate for
us regulars.  Anyway, the price is right, £2 for the 7pm until 10pm event and there is coffee and biscuits
available for the inner man.

I went to their first event at the end of October, totally unprepared as usual.  I went into my garage during
the afternoon and quickly packed a box of models, I took my three Hanger-rats and a film covered lightweight.
I boobed as usual; I took one of my rolled tube fuselages and to go with it, the plug-in back end and wing of a
different model.  The problem being, the plug-in tubes were different sizes, so it was a total rat night for me.  I
did rectify the error for my next trip to Oundle and arrived at the venue with all models complete.

Only problem, the ‘good old boys’ at the BMFA News had made a total botch of their event calendar,
not only was the event not on, the telephone number of the organiser was also wrong.  80 odd mile round trip
for nought, I could have had a game of indoor soccer with a bunch of youngsters, but I did not have my shorts
with me.  Anyway, I would not like to upset youngsters with the sight of my knees.

I think it’s best, for your diaries, to list the forthcoming events at Oundle.
These dates are direct from the organiser Lionel Essam Tel. No. 01832 732003.

Friday January 9th 2004. 7pm until 10pm.
Friday February 6th 2004. 7pm until 10pm.
Friday March 5th 2004. 7pm until 10pm.

The events take place in the sports hall of:
Prince William School, Herne Road, Oundle, Northants.

My second foray was the Northampton MAC Indoor Rally at the Moulton Leisure Centre on Sunday
October 26th, this being an all day event enabled me to fulfil my Winter League Golf commitment in the morning,
and then I was off to Moulton for the rest of the day.  This meant forgoing the intoxicating festivities in the bar
at the golf club, but such is my dedication to aeromodelling.

We had a good turnout at Moulton; some of David’s Friday gang were in evidence, particularly Ernie
Hobson with a collection of Hanger-rats and Peter Rolfe with his polystyrene scale jobs.  I took a few pictures
and took some copies over to David’s at the next Friday hanger meeting.  One was of Peter Rolfe holding his
Monty’s Messenger in invasion colours.  It was a terrible picture of Peter, he had thought I was only taking a
photograph of his model and not himself.  The totally blank look on Peter’s face, in the photograph, defies
description.  It’s best summed up by the tongue in cheek observation made by another hanger visitor, who
suggested Peter should put the picture on his mantle-piece to keep his grandchildren away from the fire.  I had
a good meeting at Moulton, airing most of my indoor aircraft without major problems.

I also spent my prize money voucher from Wallop, at the ever-present Flight-Hook stall.  It was a case
of back to its roots, as John Hook had donated the prize voucher in the first place.  Thank you John.

Ernie Hobson’s Rats Nest at the Northampton Clubs Moulton Indoor Meet
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Overall I had a good afternoon at Moulton, I
finished the day having a good chinwag with
John Hook in the car park.  The annoying thing
is, that having spoken with John twice during
the day, and cashed in my voucher, I still
managed to forget to buy some nitrated
thinners.  I’m now down to the dregs of the last
sauce bottle, so I used un-thinned dope on a
rubber job fuselage and tailplane I have just
knocked up to go with a wing I found when I
tidied up the boxes in the garage.  Got off track
a bit there did I not, back to the thinners, well
not thinners but the good old senile decay, I
have finally admitted to myself, that I need a

procurement list on the wall in the workshop as I am forever running out of something I intended to buy.

The next event was Colin and Pete’s do, on Saturday afternoon Nov. 8th, at Walsall, in the Alumwell
Centre Sports Hall.  I really like this hall; it has a big floor area and a sort of geodetic tube roof structure that
repels enthusiastic climbers without quite so many hang-ups as usual.  Having said that, I will now bore you
with a couple of hang-ups, I had that day.

Number one was a beauty; there was a leftover balloon stuck up in the roof, complete with a, raffia
type, string tail hanging down.  My Poly-Rat, flying along minding its own business, runs into this tail and the
prop shaft wraps around the damn thing.  Well! The thing wraps around the prop shaft to be more correct.  Any
way, the Rat was well and truly hung up.  Out with Peter Martin’s pole, mine was still in the back of the car as
usual, a bit of poking and bashing about to no avail, and then someone suggests a pin to burst the balloon.
Up goes the pole, complete with pin, but the balloon, being part deflated, just would not burst.  Finally, Peter
suggested a razor blade, cynoed across the end of the pole.  This was the answer, two or three tugs cut the
string and the Rat was back in hand.

My, Wilco Economy Food Bag, covered special flew
into trouble next.  The model landed on top of one of the
basketball backboards that were up in the roof.  I went to
get the attendant to lower the board only to be informed that
the electrics had gone wrong and she could not get it down
for fear of not being able to retract it again.  Not all was lost
however, I attached three or four feet of rubber strip to the
end of the pole and flicked it about until I dragged it free.  I
did not get away without damage, the tailplane was broken
and one half of the built-up prop is still up there.  The model,
however, is now repaired and has been flown again, during
a second visit to Oundle.

Brian Roberts and Peter Martin are regular attendees at Alumwell; we normally all set up camp against the far
wall.  Brian and I always have an informal battle for the longest flight of the day and longest Hanger-Rat flight.
Peter usually has a Rat with him as well, it is a lightweight covered with condenser tissue without wing bracing,
a real performer.
I do not remember the Result, probably because I do not normally win against Peter’s lightweight and Brian
has a Rat covered in striped silver mylar, yet another lightweight. I normally come a poor third with my standard
Rat or my Poly-Rat, but I am close.  If I get it right, and get away with a few ceiling bumps without hanging up,
I can clear two minutes.

It’s the longest flight contest where I stand the best chance of coming out on top, I’ve got some Ultra
film covered models that do double figure flight times in the hanger at Cardington.  I still struggle to beat Brian
though; he flies a couple of well-trimmed condenser tissue covered old Easy B's designed by Laurie Barr.  One
is the ‘B Simple’ and the other is a ‘Fly Rod’.  Brian does not fly his better model, the ‘Fly Rod’ in sports halls
unless it is very quiet.  These days there is a lot of high speed ready built polystyrene fizzing about in the hands
of youngsters and collision damage is a definite possibility.  It is good to see some new blood getting to grips
with indoor, but let lightweight flyers beware.  I hide mine under the table behind a box if I go out for a drink or
something.

Brian and I normally wait until near the end of the days flying, then casually ask what flight times we
each have had.  After that, it’s no holds barred to try to get one up on each other.  We both had done nothing
special at Alumwell; I think I was a few seconds ahead with something short of five minutes.  This particular
day our tussle went right down to the wire; it was our last flights of the day that decided the issue.  We were
up together and had launched at about the same time, I did a bit of banging about on the beams and dropped
below Brian but I had a nice stable let down just missing collision with the end wall in the process.  I was down
in 5-47, beating Brian by 10 seconds or so.  One up to me.

Compliments of the season to all John Andrews

Peter Rolfe’s Polystyrene
Monty’s Messenger

Authors Wilco Economy
Food Bag Covered model
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone - Nick Peppiatt

Indoor isn’t for everyone 47

The construction of the Cessna 195 based on the Earl Stahl drawings published in the April
1950 edition of Model Airplane News proceeds slowly and will be further reported on in the
future. However, somewhat to my surprise and at short notice, I received news of an indoor
meeting. So on Saturday, 24th April, it was off to deepest Berkshire to join the Trinity crew.
The meetings take place in a typical one basketball court sized sports hall and are organised
by John Winfield. The four hour session was organised into eight half hour slots, alternately
free-flight and RC. Obviously, facemasks were a requirement and with about a dozen fliers
present social distancing was not too much of a problem.

Nearly complete Cessna 195, at time of writing John Winfield’s  Keil Kraft Elf

There was a three flight competition for the Keil Kraft Elf rubber powered design of 16in
wingspan. A 10sec bonus was added for ROG and 5sec for an upright landing on its wheels.
There were five entries, and a good number of flights over 30sec (without bonuses) were
achieved. The eventual winner was Colin Hutchinson, the editor of SAM35 Speaks, again
showing his versatility. The Elf plan is available from Outerzone, www.outerzone.co.uk , and the
Vintage Model Company (VMC) produce a laser- cut kit.
The rest of the flying was for fun only. The ever prolific Pete Smart had a good collection of
untested models. He has produced a Peanut Scale model of the Eaves Skeeter 1M homebuilt,
which was a new aeroplane to me. Leonard R Eaves first home built aircraft was a modified
Nesmith Cougar, which readers may remember from the build of the Peck Polymers Peanut kit
that I described at the start of these IIFE columns. He then went on to design the two seat
low wing Skeeter, registration N1111V, which Pete has modelled. It has a considerably longer
fuselage length than wingspan. It will be interesting to see if he can get it to fly properly. Low
wing Peanuts can be tricky, so I wish him every success.
Another Peanut was a reduced version of his 18” wingspan FW190 Bluebottle Squadron kit, now
available from VMC. Pete also had several small Gasparin CO2 motor powered models including
a Beardmore Inflexible and a BAC Super Drone, with a single surface covered wing. He also
had two WWll scale dimers (16” wingspan) based on the Stew Meyers’ modifications of old
Comet Hurricane and Spitfire kits. Stew is editor of the Flying Aces Club News, the modified
Hurricane being published in the Nov-Dec 2018 edition and the original Comet plan for the
Spitfire, along with CAD generated print-wood patterns, in the Mar-Apr 2019 edition. Back
issues of FAC News are obtainable from www.flyingacesclub.com . Many of the Comet dime
scale plans are also available from Outerzone.
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Pete Smart’s  Peanut Scale Eaves Skeeter 1M

A couple of small Gasparin CO2 powered models from Pete Smart’s stable, a Beardmore Inflexible (left}
and (right) a BAC Super Drone with a G10 twin.

Two more from Pete, a Spitfire based on the old Comet dimer,
and a Peanut Scale FW190, reduced from his 18” span Bluebottle Squadron kit.

The props of his WWll fighters were cut from yoghurt pots and, as a result, are very flexible.

There were a couple of very nice Cessna Bird Dogs, built by The Lurker and Mike Langford
from the VMC kit. John Winfield had a model of another very unusual prototype in the Breese-
Wilde Model 5 ‘Aloha’, which was built for the 1927 Dole Air Derby, a race from Oakland,
California to Honolulu, Hawaii. John’s 21” span rubber-powered model was built from Richard
Crossley’s plans published in the May/June 2013 edition of AeroModeller.
I flew a couple of over ten year old models in the RC sessions, a Kyosho Minium Citabria and a
Stevens Aero Puddlebug. I have found that both of these are sufficiently slow flying for me in
smaller sports halls. In the free-flight slots I had a go with a Peck Bostonian Pup.
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This is strong enough to withstand contact with rafters and walls. On one flight it touched a
wall and ended up in a basketball net! What I realised from having to wear a mask is that I use
my lips to hold the propeller assembly whilst winding the motor.
The final photos show some indoor free-flight gliding fun.
The last indoor meeting that I attended was the SEBMFA meeting at Crawley, February 2020,
report in the NC, April 2020. So this must be the largest gap in my indoor flying for over forty
years and it was a welcome return to the great indoors.

A be-masked Lurker about to release his And off it goes in a blur! Elf comp winner Colin Willow
Wren glider. Pete Smart was the winchman. Hitchinson in the background.

Many thanks are due to John Winfield for organising and running the event and to Andy
Blackburn for his prompt production of the Trinity Indoor Newsletter, so that I was able check
several facts.

Nick Peppiatt

Vintage in Black & White - Keith Miller archive

Jim Carter's (CDMAC) semi scale C/L "Pitts Special" powered by Vivell twin. Early 50's.
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Peter Cook (Tunbridge Wells MAC) launches his single channel R/C model
at a Kent Interclub event in the 70's

Don Denne (Tunbridge Wells MAC) launches his Cessna single channel R/C model
at a Kent Interclub event in the 70's.
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Roy Yeabsley (CDMAC) autographs Derek Ridley's (SAM35) "Super Sunbug" glider
at a Crawley Indoor meeting.

Derek Ridley (SAM35) and Roy Yeabsley (CDMAC) pose with Derek's "Super Sunbug" glider
(designed by Roy) at a Crawley indoor meeting.
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Laurie Barr's EZB model at a Crawley indoor meeting.

Part of the SAM35 stand at a Wembley exhibition

Keith Miller archive
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 124 Our earliest magazines.

This month we are having a look at the earliest magazines held in the library in date order, just
the first issue held of each title. Magazines only, not books which perhaps will feature later.

1912 The Model Engineer and Electrician dated September 12, is our very earliest and
we have just four photocopied pages featuring a Model Petrol-Driven Monoplane by O. J. and
H. E. Fossey who had previously built ”model gliders and elastic-propelled aeroplanes, with …….a
fair amount of success.” The drawings show that the model clearly follows full size practice,
see the following quote. ”The camber and angle of incidence gradually diminish towards the tips
of the wings, which are flexible and may be warped so as to give a slight negative angle of
incidence. There is no camber at the tips. This principle is employed on the Weiss, Dunne,
Handley - Page and Etrich machines, though to more pronounced an extent than that employed
here. This form of wing is most efficient in securing automatic stability, both transverse and
longitudinal, since it possesses the dihedral angle both transversely and longitudinally, owing to
the slight negative angle of the tips, which operates in the same way as, and assists the function
of, the flat non lifting tail.” There is no report on the flying ability of the model.
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1914 Junior Mechanics and Electricity January 15, Vol, II.-No. 14, again we have just
photocopied pages, in this case showing a “Rise-off-the-Ground” Tractor Biplane designed by

A. B. Clark described by A. C. Horth. See extracts below.

“One of the great advantages of the tractor
model is the slow speed at which it flies , instead
of having to spend one's time in running after
the model, it is possible to watch its flight close at hand all the time. Anyone who has flown a twin -
propeller model has no doubt experienced the discomfort of running a few hundred yards after every
flight, and at the end probably losing the model in a tree or in some inaccessible spot. This sort of
thing may be good exercise, but it is not real model flying and very little is to be learned from it.”
“To ensure straight flights the rear fin should be placed very slightly out of the true in order to
counteract the torque of the screw.”   There is no report on the flight times or distances achieved.
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1928 Yes a 14 year gap to the next magazine title and it is the S.M.A.E. JOURNAL
dated July 1928 with a report on its distribution and an indoor model by J. E. Pelly-Fry.
“The May issue of the S.M.A.E. Journal was
evidently a good one because " Flight " said it was
quite an interesting number. Several applications
for copies were received owing to the publicity
given to it in Flight dated 7th June. Owing to the
limited number which it is practicable to produce
by hand duplication all available copies have now
been disposed of.”
“A Small Monoplane by J. E. Pelly-Fry. The
following is a description of my “paper-plane”
which aroused such interest at the Halton
Display. The dimensions are – Span 8 ½ ins., chord
1 ½ ins., size of Birch spar 6 ins., by 1/16th in.
Propeller 4 ins. diameter carved from block 3/16
in. by 1/8 in. Four strands of 1/32 square rubber
is used although an extra strand or two is found
to give a better climb. It flies for about 15 secs.
without counting the glide.”

1929 January Model Airplane News Vol 1 No 1. The editor and publisher, Sal
Messina, uses a full page editorial to introduce himself and explain his hopes for the future of
the magazine, but it all reads a bit like a one man band. The model build project included is part
one of a series to produce a display model of the Dornier Super-Wal.
Flying models are also covered including an article titled “New Method To Drive Models Used
by Young Man Who Finds It Very Successful” The arrangement described was to fit a rubber
powered model having a dimension of 22” between hooks. Two plywood discs are required each
having 8 holes drilled equi-spaced near the rim. One disk has two hooks for attaching to the
rear of the fuselage and the other has one hook to attach to the prop shaft. With the two
discs suitably spaced the rubber strip is pulled through a hole in the front disc and then
through the rear disc and back to the front disc etc. until all holes are filled. “This being
completed the rubber was then placed inside the body carefully and the plane assembled and
covered. When the time came for another experiment and to see whether this ship would fly
or go up on the piano, for its final resting place, the results were so startling that a patent was
spoken of until I saw it and took all rights to publish this new idea.”
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1929 July Model Airplane News Vol 1 No 1 again! This one is the real MAN produced
by the Model Airplane News Corp. of Washington and New York. Copyright in U.S.A., Canada
and Great Britain with named President, Secretary and Advertising Manager. I did not find a
name for the editor but here is picture of him showing his qualifications.

The model build project
is a rubber powered

Ford Tri-Motor
Monoplane

with plans, sketches and
instructions spread over

numerous pages.
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Flying instructions are given as follows.

“Raise the rear enough to keep the skid
off the ground, release the propeller,
give the model a very gentle thrust
forward, then let go, and it will taxi
along the ground by its own power, and
will make a short flight, then, if you
have found that the model is properly
adjusted, and its course was in a
straight line, give the propeller 110
turns (the full amount) launch as above,
and it will fly 70 to 100 feet.”

The picture on the right is captioned
“Colonel Lindberg examines a model
while two of his friends examine him.”

Well chaps if you fancy a real vintage
challenge with plenty of bamboo and
wood bending make your choice from
the above. Plans and instructions as
they appeared in the magazine available
by email from:

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309,
Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Rubber Reviews - Model Aircraft April 1946
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E Chasteneuf

Extract from Model Aircraft April 1946
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Aeromodeller Departed: Peter Jellis - Ray Elliott

Peter Jellis passed away on April 5th at the of age 85.
Peter was a long-time member of the Croydon Club, flying
mainly F1A for many years, but also power, open rubber, and,
more recently, P30, Coupe and E36. He also built an F1B in the
late 70's coming 2nd to Ron Pollard in the Gutteridge.
When Peter left school he was apprenticed as a toolmaker
and then in the 1960's he went to work in the civil engineering
labs at Imperial College, retiring in 1997.
In one way he carried on a tradition of fellow Croydon
member Jack North; he'd served a 'proper' apprenticeship
and if you talked to him about a problem, particularly in
connection with a lathe or milling job, he'd probably call back
soon with suggestions of how to solve it.

He was a regular visitor to France for Pierre Trebod in the 1970s and then Poitou and
Moncontour. His last visit was in 2018 with me, and I also took him to UK contests after he
stopped driving.
He was good company on trips and a loyal club member and will be sadly missed.

R.I.P. Ray Elliott.

Peter Jellis
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Secretary’s Notes for June 2021 - Roger Newman

It seems that the weather hasn’t yet heard about the relaxation of rules regarding Covid-19
restrictions on gatherings, as the weather has been simply awful. So not a lot of flying.

However, on a slightly more optimistic note, I have been advised that permissions have now
been granted for our proposed day at RAF Colerne on 25th July, courtesy of the South Bristol
Club to whom we are very grateful. The broad plan is to run a Cagnarate Day coupled with a
Tomboy Precision event, with sports flyers most welcome. Our Chairman currently holds the
Tomboy Vase trophy & is keen that it can reside elsewhere for a change! The day is, of course,
subject to the final lifting of Covid-19 restrictions by the Government on 21st June but for a
change, things are beginning to look more positive. For those who have forgotten all about
Caganarata, a summary is given below – essentially a “fun” event.

Assuming all things slot into place, final details will be in the July NC, inclusive of venue location
details, times etc. To cover the cost of the licence fee & toilet facilities, we plan on a £10
charge inclusive of comp entries – an attendance of approx 30 would just cover our costs, which
given a fine day should be achievable.
Look up RAF Colerne on Google maps - SN14 8HT - satellite view to see the airfield, south west
of Chippenham off the M4 J17.

'CAGNARATA' CONTEST

This contest format is popular in Italy and is basically an all-in event where models of different
classes are flown against each other. We would like to stress that whilst a competition it is
also a fun event and competitors are encouraged not to take it too seriously! It is also very
much an experiment and we would welcome any feedback/comments.
The concept is to encourage anyone who flies free flight to enter a low key contest & to enjoy
their flying. Differences in performance of the various classes are taken into account using a
handicap system (K factors) with different maxes depending on the K factors. The classes to
be flown with associated K factors and maxes are set out below. Each flight time is calculated
by taking the actual flight time & multiplying it by the K factor.

Classes K Factor Max (secs)
E36 1 120
M/V Power 1 120
FIG / Vintage Coupe 1 120
F1H /A1 1 120
M/V Rubber 1 120
Open Vintage/Classic Glider 1 120
P30 4/3 90
E30 4/3 90
CO2 4/3 90
Under 25in Vintage Rubber 3/2 80
Hi Start Glider 3/2 80
Cat /HLG 2 60

Note 1: 250 gram maximum model weight applies to all classes
Note 2: 3 flights, no rounds
Note 3: Competitors may enter more than 1 class
Note 4: D/T fly-offs may be used as appropriate,

fly-off time as per max in class
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Latest on BMFA/Drones et al

As many of you may have seen, the BMFA has very recently released an updated version of
Model Aircraft Article 16 Authorisation. Within this updated version there is a specific section
concerned with free flight, which is reproduced here such that all can be made aware of our
responsibilities.

Section 4.2: Free Flight Model Aircraft
(1)  Before launching a ‘free flight model aircraft’ the remote pilot, taking into account the
expected performance of the aircraft, the weather conditions, and any flight termination
device fitted to the aircraft, shall be reasonably satisfied that the expected flight path will
not infringe a Flight Restriction Zone, or any other airspace restriction (unless prior permission
for flight within the airspace has been obtained).
(2)  The operation of free flight model aircraft must only be carried out within the
limits and conditions of this authorisation, or within the Open category of operations.
(3)  A ‘free flight model aircraft’ shall not be:
a.  Launched, unless from an area which the remote pilot is able to satisfy themselves is free
from uninvolved people.
b.  Launched, until the remote pilot has identified the area within which he or she believes the
aircraft will remain (the ‘flight volume’) based on the considerations in (1).
c.  Flown, unless the remote pilot is satisfied that the aircraft will remain within the flight
volume.
d.  Flown, unless the remote pilot is satisfied at the point of launch, that no uninvolved persons
will enter flight volume and may be endangered by the flight of the free flight model aircraft.
(4)  A ‘free flight model aircraft’ shall not be deliberately flown beyond the visual line of sight
of the remote pilot, unless otherwise in accordance with a suitable authorisation.
There is also a guide published by the BMFA as a synopsis of Article 16 that can be accessed
via their website, it is strongly recommended that everyone reads it.

YAC or yet another catapult/chuckie from Gianni
Here is the latest from Gianni, who is busy building – not one, but two for exercise in his local
park in Rome. Bit different from the normal efforts.
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Adventure (or a venture) into E20
If I recall correctly, it was Peter Tolhurst recently circulating a little note to a few of us that
stimulated interest into the world of E20 & aroused my curiosity. It seems the Peterborough
Club have been very active in this class of model & have published a set of sensible rules for
small field comps, inclusive of a well documented note on how to construct an electronic  motor
timer to limit the motor run.

However, it all looked too complicated for my poor brain but I then came across a mention of
a very much more simple approach – which apparently has been around for some time. This
needs only a small electric motor & a supercapacitor – no battery. Some further research on
the web revealed that a scaled down plan of the Sal Taibi Starduster had been published in
the April 2019 edition of Free Flight Quarterly that uses exactly these components. Even more
research located an inexpensive source of motors, props & supercapacitors, inevitably the
former from China. An order was placed & the bits received in 12 days! Currently I am seeking
permission from FFQ to reproduce the plan in the next NC, in the meantime I had mentioned
all this to our Chairman & he dug out a YouTube video of this very same model
(MicroStarduster) being flown – the link  is:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=CZg88R8F1UE
Have a look as this could be real fun for OAPs!

MicroStarduster

The flight characteristics are well demonstrated in the YouTube clip, with an initial burst of
power as the supercap begins to discharge, followed by a gentle reduction in power as the
voltage drops to give (hopefully) a nice smooth transition to the glide pattern.

The only additional component I’m adding is a very small micro switch to break the motor circuit
when charging the battery – hopefully more next month. Construction has started!

Roger Newman
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Power: The real Starduster 600 by Sal Taibi

Rubber: A pretty old design from Model Aircraft Engineer – The Stout Outdoor Event Model
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Glider: Italian Slope Soarer from 1942 – AR-33

Roger Newman
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*--Weather dependent
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Stop Press - Mike Woodhouse

Breaking News
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Provisional Events Calendar 2021
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 28th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 21st Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 2nd Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 3rd Saturday Croydon Wake Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain

April 25th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

Free Flight Nationals CANCELLED
May 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 20th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 11th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 25th Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata +, RAF Colerne
July 31st Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 1st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 15th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 4th Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 5th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 12th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 3rd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Saturday Croydon Coupe Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
October 17th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 30th Saturday Midland Gala, North Luffenham

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,

please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


